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ProCon VSR Voltage Sensitive Relay 12/24 auto select plus fine adjust 

 Available in 80,160 & 240 amps
12/24 auto select

                     

IP68
Waterproof

The ProCon VSR 
ProCon IF

ProCon VSR 

ProCon VSR

is the next grade up from the 
. The VSR does not require an ignition 

feed and is totally automatic. When the voltage of 
battery 1 (e.g. starter battery) exceeds 13.3V the 

assumes that the charging device 
(alternator / battery charger) is active - this causes 
the relay to engage - thus charging battery 2 (e.g. 
auxiliary battery). 

Conversely, when the voltage across battery 1 
drops below 12.9V (due to battery discharge)  the 
relay disengages and prevents charge being drawn 
from battery 1 to battery 2. The  
therefore 'saves the day' by prioritising the more 
important battery bank (starter) so the engine can 
always be started.

Pro Con IF Ignition Feed relay   Available in 12 V : 80,160 & 240 amps
                     24 V : 50,100 & 150 amps

IP68
Waterproof

I F Rgnition eed / signal feed elay:

The ProCon IF 

 ProCon IF 

offers the ability to link together as many battery banks 
as you wish and therefore charge different battery banks when the 
engine is running. The relay is necessary to prevent current flowing 
back the way it came. 

A conventional relay incurs 0.5A to operate and can suffer from voltage 
drop across the ignition feed cable. The Sterling only 
requires the ignition feed as a signal and takes no power from the feed.

  

üNew waterproof, safe package
üanti spark protection - reduces the effect of back EMF
üGold plated terminals
ü30 second start up time delay - prevents relay coming on when engine being started.

  Principle Features:

    battery charging relays, for all demands

                                     Ignition / Signal feed Relays  

12                80            140 x 60 x 40             0.025           IFR1280 
12               160           140 x 70 x 40             0.030           IFR12160         
12               240           140 x 80 x 40             0.030           IFR12240 

        24                50            140 x 60 x 40             0.025           IFR2450 
24               100           140 x 70 x 40             0.030           IFR24100         

        24               150           140 x 80 x 40             0.030           IFR24150                                          

relays

     
     

D/C voltage     Amps     Size L x W x D mm     Weight kg     Part nos

        
        

        

        

                         Voltage Sensitive Relays ( adjustable )

12 & 24 auto        80           140 x180 x 40            0.1            VSR80 
12 & 24 auto       160          140 x190 x 40            0.2            VSR160 
12 & 24 auto       240          140 x200 x 40            0.25          VSR240

D/C voltage     Amps     Size L x W x D mm     Weight kg     Part nos
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Sterling product features check list
0.01 volt drop
Ignition feed ( not always required )
Water proof to IP65
SAEJ1171 ignition protected
High overload surge rating
Back EMF spark arrester
1 LED information display
Remote LED connection
No ignition feed voltage drop 
Suppression diodes across relay to prolong life
Time delay to prevent engine starter damage
Single & Twin Starter motor disengage connections
12 V and 24 V automatic selection
Extremely Low Quiescent current approx 1 mA 
Custom Voltage adjustment parameters available
Active progressive disconnect algorithm
Automatic voltage activation
Automatic voltage de activation
Protects primary battery from discharge
Emergency auxiliary forced activation
High battery voltage trip protection
5 LED information display
5 alarm functions and safety  trips plus information
Adjustable relay trigger side operation
Short circuit protection ( prior to engagement )
Current limiting protection

Which model suits my needs best ?

Ignition Feed 
Voltage Sensitive 

Relay

Voltage 
Sensitive Relay.

Current Limiting Voltage Sensitive Relay. 

1) Always up-size the relay if the charging source and relay are the 
same, for example, if you have an 80A alternator, combi or battery 
charger with an 80A relay then go to the 160A relay option to be safe.

2) Next is cost of installation and ease of installation. If you are fitting 
the unit and access to ignition feeds is simple then the 
system should be used, however, if not then the 

 version is much simpler to fit and totally automatic, and has a lot 
more functions.

3) Do you need to vary which side of the relay activates the unit, or 
even ensure the unit is isolated (via ignition feed, or even adjust the 
standard voltage parameters) all this is possible on the 

4)  If there are large potential loads such as hundreds of amps then 
the only way to protect your starter battery from being discharged is 
the use of a The CVSR 
simply and safely drops the large loads and does away with the need 
for excessive cabling and ensures a safe installation with less 
reliance on fuses for protection.
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Pro Connect CVSR
Pro Connect VSR

Pro Connect IF

Sterling 
smart

210 amp

140 amp

70 ampUp to 
280 amp

model
available

ProCon CVSR Current Limiting Voltage Sensitive Relay 12/24 auto select 
 Available in 70,140,210 & 280 amps

                     

IP68
Waterproof

The 
 In a nutshell you can do whatever 

you want with them. If you overload them 
with surge the open circuiting relay doesn’t 
shatter but the device simply switches off 
safely maintaining the relay’s integrity. The 

 simply removes the load 
then open circuits the relay within its rating. 

A , in an overload situation, 
will take, for example, a 200A surge for a 
split second and reduce it to a safe 6A. The 
relay will then safely open circuit with a 6A 
load and not a 200A load. This protects the 
relay and your installation. Once the high 
load demand has been removed then the 
relay is safe to re-engage and continue 
doing its job.

ProCon CVSR 

ProCon CVSR

ProCon CVSR

is the top specification 
relay.

280 amp

          Current Limiting  Voltage Sensitive Relays ( adjustable )

12 & 24 auto        70           140 x120 x 40            0.1            CVSR70 
12 & 24 auto       140          140 x180 x 40            0.2            CVSR140 
12 & 24 auto       210          140 x210 x 40            0.25          CVSR210
12 & 24 auto       280          140 x240 x 40            0.25          CVSR280

D/C voltage     Amps     Size L x W x D mm     Weight kg     Part nos
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